ARRANGING & PRODUCTION
E-Cappella: Using Electronics in Modern Vocal Music - Kristoffer Thorning (December 5, 10:30 - 11:20 AM)

Using the vocal group Postyr as a starting point, we will discuss and look at different option to use Ableton Live in a vocal
group setup. We'll look at different devices that can be used to control effects and loops and see how a vocal arrangement
is built for this kind of genre.

DIY Audio Production - Corey Hecht (December 5, 11:30 AM - 12:20 PM)

Learn about getting the most out of what you've got at your disposal from the ground up: recording, audio editing, and mixing.

Office Hours with Bill Hare

(December 5, 12:30 - 2:30 PM)
Join Bill Hare in his studio for a look into the dark world of mixing and mastering.

The Importance of Performance in Studio A Cappella Recording - Ricky Jabarin (December 5, 2:40 - 3:30 PM)
Tips for recording the best singing and vocal percussion takes in your studio projects.

Arranging By Singing - Erik Fredriksen (December 5, 3:40 - 4:30 PM)

Does the process of coming up with parts for your arrangement confuse you and other members of your group? This class
teaches how to create arrangements and excite both the audience and the singers by writing parts that are fun and natural
to sing. We will also talk about how to learn these parts during rehearsal.

Hit ‘Em In the Feels: Beginnner’s Arranging - Katherine Bodor (December 6, 10:30 - 11:20 AM)
This class will focus on the ba sics for creating meaningful arrangements.

Emotional Landscapes: An Arranging Workshop - Tine Fris-Ronsfeld (December 6, 11:30 AM - 12:20 PM)

How do you arrange songs, so the story and feelings stand out and how do you make arrangements that are fun and easy
to sing and sound great at the same time? We will explore different methods, ’rules’ and arrangement techniques inspired
by Vocal Line and Postyr.

Producers Panelists -

Mel Daneke, Armand Hutton, N’Namdi Bryant, Danny Olefsky, Bill Hare, Ricky Jabarin, Mike Jankowski
(December 6, 12:30 - 2:30PM)

This session will highlight different producers to show some of their unique content and allow participants to ask questions
regarding their process real-time in the studio.

CASA ROUNDTABLE - December 6, 3:10 - 4:00 PM

Fundamentals of Mixing DIY A Cappella Recordings - Ricky Jarbarin & Mike Jankowski (December 6, 4:10 - 5:00 PM)
This class will cover basic mixing techniques like EQ, compression, panning, etc.

